BISC-MI 2022 Conference
A Hybrid In-Person and Virtual Conference
October 25, 26, 27, 2022
In-person location: Kensington Hotel, Ann Arbor, MI
Conference website: https://www.biscmi.org/2022conference/
Conference description: One of the most common questions still asked about battering intervention programs (BIPs) is,
“Do they work?” It is important to recognize that there is a substantial body of research, stretching over decades, that
demonstrates the effectiveness of BIPs in reducing rates of domestic violence. It is time to replace the question “Do
Battering Intervention Programs work?” with “How can BIPs work better?”
This year’s BISC-MI conference will recognize the legitimacy and impact of BIPs while focusing on innovative practices
from around the country. The goal is to encourage attendees to examine what they are currently doing that works while
continuing to evolve and explore what they might be able to do better
Cost: The fee for attending this conference in-person versus virtually is the same because those attending in-person will
have meals and snacks or dessert provided at evening networking events, and those attending virtually will be paying for
the additional technological fees associated with making this conference possible to attend virtually.
Membership Fee Reduction: There is a reduced fee for in-person or virtual attendees who are BISC-MI members. For
more information about membership, go to: https://www.biscmi.org/about/get-membership/
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https://cvent.me/0VRD8R
This program has been intentionally designed to ensure an integrated, comprehensive, dynamic professional
development experience. Full, in-person conference attendance is strongly encouraged. For those not able to attend
all three days (either in-person or virtually), daily virtual livestream registration is available. We regret that we are not
able to offer daily in-person registration.
NOTE: In person registration includes two meals & snacks. Virtual registration covers additional tech expenses.
Three-Day Registration - By October 4, 2022 (available
Member Early Bird:
Non-Member Early Bird:
for in-person and virtual livestream attendees):
$350.00
$450.00
Three-Day Registration - After October 4, 2022
Member Late Fee:
Non-Member Late Fee:
(available for person and virtual livestream attendees) :
$450.00
$550.00
Daily Registration
Member: $150.00
Non-Member: $195.00
(Available for virtual livestream attendees only):

Fee for Social Work CEs: $50.00 for all three days, or $20.00 per day (daily option for virtual attendees only)

Early On-Site Conference Check-In: Monday, October 24, 2022
8:00 pm-9:30 pm EST Conference Check-In: At registration area near the Grand Ballroom in Kensington hotel

The Office on Violence Against Women has once again
approved our request to invite OVW grantees to attend The
Battering Intervention Services Coalition of Michigan (BISCMI) 2022 Conference to be held October 25, 26, 27, 2022.
Grantees from CSSP, Disability, ICJR, Rural, SASP, State
Coalitions, STOP, and Underserved programs have conditionally
approved their grantees to attend this conference. Grantees
must submit a Grant Award Modification (GAM) requesting
approval to use their OVW funds to attend this conference. Grantees must receive approval from their program
specialists before they commit or expend any funds related to attending this conference.
The reference number for this conference is OVW-2022-MU-027. This number must be used by grantees when
requesting approval to attend the conference. This approval and assigned reference number is for this conference
only.
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Day One: Tuesday, October 25, 2022
Time
9:30 am - 10:00 am EST
10:00 am - 11:30 am EST

11:30 am -11:45 am EST
11:45 am -1:15 pm EST

1:15 pm - 2:15 pm EST
2:15 pm - 3:45 pm EST

Title, Faculty, Description
Welcome: Chéree Thomas, Associate Director, Michigan Coalition to End Domestic
and Sexual Violence
Plenary 1: Centering Survivor Perspectives: What Do Survivors Want from BIPs?
Faculty: Lisa Young Larance, Richard M. Tolman
Description: Centering survivors’ experiences and priorities is an essential
foundational principle of accountable, effective BIP work as well as a fundamental
component of reimagining systems’ responses to intimate partner violence. Thus,
in order to address the question of this year’s conference, “How Can We Do
Better?” we must begin with, and consistently incorporate, direction from those
who have survived intimate harm. This session will provide early information from
a community-based participatory research study designed to assess BIP
effectiveness from the perspectives of women from diverse backgrounds whose
abusive partners had BIP contact. The presentation will provide an opportunity to
examine emerging findings and explore directions for further study.
Break
Plenary 2: Talking Research: How to Effectively Access, Understand, and Utilize
Findings
Faculty: Etiony Aldarondo & Eric Mankowski
Description: Has your abuse intervention and prevention program missed out on
referrals because mandating authorities said they needed evidence that your
program is effective? Has a judge asked for research showing that your program is
effective, but you couldn’t provide what they wanted? Or you lost a service
contract with state or county corrections, perhaps because a new but seemingly
untested alternative program model was adopted instead? Maybe you are willing
to do some research on your program but have no funds to do this and have little
idea how to begin or who to approach to ask for assistance. Perhaps you are
interested in improving your program with the latest research-based best
practices, but wonder how to access published studies, and do not want to pay
fees to access articles that only include a one paragraph abstract. Or when reading
research articles, you are uncertain about what it means for the work you do. If
any of these resonate, as applied academic and consulting researchers, we hear
you! At this session, we will demystify the university-based system of research,
explain how to access research and develop meaningful and rewarding
relationships with university faculty and students, offer a practical toolkit for
engaging and utilizing research (e.g., how to form a research advisory board), and
make the case that abuse intervention programs and their participants have
unique capacity in our intervention system to generate invaluable knowledge that
is urgently needed to promote safety at home and in the community.
Lunch Buffet Provided
Plenary 3: Can They Really Change? Can We? Expanding Our Interventions for
Change Through a Helpline for Abusive Partners
Faculty: JAC Patrissi
Description: In April 2021 the state of Massachusetts opened the nation’s first
free, anonymous confidential helpline dedicated to creating the conditions for
change through dialogue with people who use the tools of abuse in their intimate
partnerships. Though conceived as a statewide helpline, calls have been coming
from around the country and are welcomed. The A Call for Change Helpline cofounders place this innovation in a tradition of transformative justice using a

Duration

90 minutes

90 minutes

90 minutes
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3:45 pm - 4:00 pm EST
4:00 pm - 5:30 pm EST

5:30 pm - 6:30 pm EST

6:30 pm EST
8:30 pm EST

framework that sees intimate partner violence within White Supremacy and other
forms of domination. In this presentation we will explore these and other
questions: 1) Why have a helpline like this? 2) What have we learned? 3) What is
the most critical skill we continually cultivate? 4) How and why Black Indigenous
People of Color and LGBTQUIA communities lead and shape our analysis and
interventions.
Break
Plenary 4: Voluntary and Non-Court Mandated Participation in Partner Abuse
90 minutes
Intervention (PAIP) Programming: Exploring Innovative and Historically Ignored
Avenues to Ending Violence for Black and Latino Men
Faculty: Maxine Davis
Description: In the U.S., partner abuse intervention programs (PAIP) are mostly
attended by people who are court mandated into treatment. However, given the
vast nature of abuse and violence, it is estimated that only 1-5% of men who
batter women will enter intervention for domestic violence. The current conveyorbelt style system of addressing intimate partner violence perpetration is not an
efficient mechanism to end this enormous social and public health problem.
Embracing innovation is a preeminent factor in reaching the other 95-99% of
people who need help and delivering more effective care. Drawing on the work of
Angela Davis and other prominent abolitionists, this session prioritizes the
necessity to expand our imagination and explore the possibilities of community-led
solutions and interventions. Particular attention is given to historically ignored
trauma-informed practices with Black and Latino men, spotlighting lessons-learned
through research conducted with an entirely voluntary PAIP in Chicago. The
session includes substantial discussion on anti-carceral approaches for ending
intimate partner violence and abuse (IPV/A) perpetration in romantic
relationships. Three specific, research-informed sites of promise for achieving
greater change are presented as noteworthy of discussion: music/art (hip-hop),
health-care settings, and religious-faith communities. The presentation offers a
window into the future of battering intervention strategies, while debunking often
circulated myths with the most up to date research findings available. Audience
members will gain knowledge on the characteristics of providers successfully
engaging non-court mandated clients, be inspired to think more broadly about
intervention, and question how they view the road towards ending violence
perpetration.
Plenary 5: Working with voluntary abusive partners
60 minutes
Faculty: Chris Huffine
Description: Most programs around the country work almost exclusively with
court-involved abusive partners—receiving referrals from probation, child
protective services, and family court. While this is an important population to
work with, it leaves out a large number of abusive partners who will never become
involved with the court system in the first place. This workshop is intended to
raise awareness of this population, how to more effectively engage voluntary
clients, and how programing needs to be a little different to work with them well
and retain them. It will draw on the speaker’s nearly twenty years of experience
running groups for voluntary abusive partners.
Dinner on your own
Open Gathering: Getting to Know You
This informal gathering will provide a chance for conference attendees to get to
know each other a little better including swapping stories of their experiences
working with abusive partners as well as first day thoughts and reactions they have
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to the conference.
Total Number of CEs for Day One

7 CEs

Day Two: Wednesday, October 26, 2022
Time
8:30 am-9:30 am EST
9:30 am - 10:00 am EST
10:00 am - 10:30 am EST

10:30 am - 11:30 am EST

11:30 am - 11:45 am EST
11:45 am - 12:45 pm EST

12:45 pm - 1:45 pm EST
1:45 pm - 2:45 pm EST

Title, Faculty, Description
Continental Breakfast
Welcome: Lore A. Rogers, J.D., Staff Attorney, DHHS Division of Victim Services
COMPASS Award: Duluth Model founder Ellen Pence (posthumously) and Michael
Paymar co-authors of the Duluth Curriculum: Creating a Process of Change for
Men Who Batter.
Plenary 6: Going deeper with success: The Duluth Curriculum and Facilitator
Training Updates
Faculty: Michael Paymar & Amanda McCormick
Description: The key to creating a change process with men who batter is
grounding the work in survivors’ experiences of abuse and violence. The Duluth
Curriculum has provided an effective and practical way to do this by putting the
most common tactics of abuse, as they are defined by survivors, at the heart of the
group work. From this lens we understand and explore all other factors including
the nature of the abuse; its intent; the effects; the belief systems that underpin
the behavior and their links to wider social structures and cultures; as well as
participant perceptions of their experiences. Based on an extensive review of
group recordings, case files, and what we have learned locally and nationally from
the field, we developed a new training that addresses the challenges facilitators
have (keeping participants focused on their use of violence and abuse and change)
through a transformative survivor-centered approach using Freirean Dialogue.
Participants in this session will get a glimpse of what we have learned and how the
updated curriculum and training will enhance your implementation of Creating a
Process of Change for Men Who Batter: The Duluth Curriculum.
Break
Plenary 7: Beyond the Group Room: Additional Elements To Facilitate Change in
People Who Commit Harm
Faculty: Nathaniel Tolbert
Description: This presentation will highlight the innovative work Urban Resource
Institute is doing to help people who commit harm to change beyond the actual
group content and facilitation process. Aspects covered will include trauma
informed care, restorative justice practices, staff supervision, and wrap around
services for participants. Preliminary research has found that this enhanced
intervention is having a significant impact on participants' lives and facilitating
reductions in abusive behavior.
Lunch Buffet Provided
Plenary 8: Intervention Staff Accountability and Skill Assessment
Faculty: Lisa Nitsch
Description: This presentation will provide several practical tools for establishing
performance goals and assessing and supporting intervention staff skill
development. Guidance on group preparation and debriefing, supervision, and
coaching will be provided. In addition to offering valuable tools for those who
supervise, this workshop is relevant for any intervention staff working to improve
communication and performance within their team.

Duration

60 minutes

60 minutes

60 minutes
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2:45 pm - 3:45 pm EST

3:45 pm - 4:00 pm EST
4:00 pm - 5:30 pm EST

5:30 pm EST
7:30 pm EST

Plenary 9: Batterer Intervention Programs in Rural and Remote Places: What We
Know and What We Don’t Know
Faculty: Walter S. DeKeseredy
Description: Research on violence against rural women has mushroomed in the
last 20 years. There is now conclusive scientific evidence showing that women in
non-metropolitan areas are more likely to be physically and sexually abused by
men than are their metropolitan counterparts. Nevertheless, there is much we do
not know about the availability and effectiveness of batterer intervention
programs (BIPs) in rural communities. The main objective of this presentation is to
follow in the footsteps of the contributors to the 2011 anthology Violence Against
Women and Children: Mapping the Terrain, to provide answers to these three
questions: 1) What do we know about BIPS in rural and remote places? 2) How do
we know it? 3) What are the next steps?
Break
Plenary 10: Talking about Technology Abuse: Perspectives from Abusive Partners
and Implications for Interventions.
Faculty: Rosanna Bellini
Description: Previous work has examined tech abuse from the perspectives of
survivors allowing us to learn the various types of tech abuse attacks that abusive
partners use against their survivor(s). Such behaviours can include sending
harassing text messages, threatening to share confidential information online,
controlling access to social media accounts and surreptitious location monitoring.
This session will share how this program complements this understanding by
hearing from abusive partners themselves, both online and in-person about how
they make sense of these behaviours. Through exploration of online public forums,
and in collaboration with programme providers in New York City, this session will
suggest ways for how providers can be responsive to an abusive partner’s
perspectives as we work toward improved outcomes for survivors.
Dinner on your own
Show & Tell: This informal gathering will provide attendees an opportunity to
share innovative practices and techniques with abusive partners. Come share or
listen and learn!
Total Number of CEs for Day Two

60 minutes

90 minutes

5.5 CEs
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Day Three: Thursday, October 27, 2022
Time
8:15 am-9:15 am EST
9:15 am-9:30 am EST
9:30 am - 10:00 am EST

10:00 am - 11:00 am EST

11:00 am - 11:15 am EST
11:15 am - 12:15 pm EST

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm EST

Title, Faculty, Description
Continental Breakfast
Welcome
Survivor Presentation
Healing Through Doing: How a Survivor Became a Leader
Faculty: Rachelle Scheele
Description: Rachelle Scheele, Founder of SCARS, turned her lived experience of
past financial, spiritual, and verbal abuse into an organization that now not only
supports other survivors, but their abusers as well. Sitting across from abusers and
hearing “the abuse wasn’t your fault” was a tipping point in flipping the narrative.
As the burden of responsibility lifted, the realization that abusers can change if
they do the work was the key to freedom – for herself, survivors, and perpetrators.
After years of facilitating and scaling up Survivor Impact Panels, Rachelle will pull
from her lived experiences to share her story of healing, lessons learned, and best
practices.
Plenary 11: The Development of Evidence-based Standards for Perpetrator
Interventions in England and Wales
Faculty: Nicole Westmarland (presented remotely)
Description: This session will explain the background, approach, and outcomes of a
project on 'standards' that was commissioned by the UK Government in 2022. The
standards cover behaviour change group work as well as other specialist
interventions. This session will describe how this team conducted a rapid evidence
assessment of academic knowledge alongside a series of roundtables to ensure
that practice knowledge was fully acknowledged and present the standards at this
session alongside the evidence base for each of them.
Break
Plenary 12: Promising Practices for Engaging Men in BIP
Faculty: Emiliano Diaz de Leon
Description: Research on engaging men in violence prevention calls attention to
the promising practices of men nurturing healthy non-violent relationships with
boys and men in their lives, participating in critical conversations around healthy
versus toxic masculinity, and taking collective action to end gender-based violence.
Emiliano will share unique challenges, inspiring successes, and lessons learned
from utilizing these practices, as well as his experience of working with men in BIPs
to end domestic violence. Additionally, participants will identify effective
components of prevention programming, including post-BIP men’s discussion
groups and allied action events/campaigns. The strategies and tools shared will
help meet the needs of diverse groups of men, including fathers, men of color, gay,
bi, queer, and trans men.
Lunch Buffet Provided

Duration

30 minutes

60 minutes

60 minutes
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1:15 pm - 2:15 pm EST

2:15 pm - 2:30 pm EST
2:30 pm - 3:30 pm EST

3:30 pm - 4:30 pm EST

4:30 pm EST

Plenary 13: Risk, Needs, and Responsivity Principles: How Do They Fit in the
Work of Domestic Violence Offender Intervention?
Faculty: Caroleena Frane
Description: A growing body of research shows promise behind the use of
evidence-based practices (EBP) in domestic violence intervention. Calling upon the
principles of Risk, Needs, and Responsivity (RNR) and the Principles of Effective
Intervention (PEI), the field is at a crossroads in defining the next era of
programming for individuals who engage in intimate partner violence. Emerging
questions about how to define risk, how to differentiate intervention and
supervision needs, how to measure change, and what defines effectiveness, are
central to establishing legitimacy in intervening with offenders. This session will
review the recent literature and contextualize how the RNR principles are utilized
in the Colorado Standards for the Evaluation, Treatment and Behavioral
Monitoring of Domestic Violence Offenders. Limitations and implications for
policymakers and practitioners will be discussed in addition to anticipated changes
to the Colorado Standards to promote greater adherence to the PEIs.
Break

60 minutes

Plenary 14: Enhancing the Effective Elements of Battering Intervention
60 minutes
Faculty: Christopher M. Murphy
Description: This presentation distills and summarizes evidence from risk
prediction studies, controlled trial research, and qualitative studies of participant
and facilitator perspectives to identify several key elements of effective battering
interventions. The presentation will provide examples of evidence-based, contextspecific, and trauma-informed strategies to enhance the effectiveness of battering
intervention, including strategies to reduce participant hostility, enhance
motivation to change, promote effective group facilitation skills, and enhance
participants’ emotional and self-regulation.
Plenary 15: Moving into Practice Based Evidence
60 minutes
Faculty: Jeremy Nevilles-Sorell
Description: Models of Evidence Based Practices (EBP) are rooted in a medical
approach that replaces the “answering every symptom with a pill” approach to a
model that applies critical thinking into treatment options where you weigh
options, investigate leading remedies and work with your patient to create a plan.
The research practice gap exists due to the very nature of the way in which EBPs
are developed and validated. Clinical trials are often characterized by a high
degree of structure and fidelity to the model under investigation, homogeneous
populations (often white, middle class), controlled patient histories, and with
a bias toward excluding individuals who don’t fit a strict set of criteria for
participation in the research study. This causes limitations on how you work and
limits the effectiveness to a defined population. Moving into a Practice Based
Evidence (PBE) approach, the organization accounts for the messy and complicated
real-life issues and things that cannot be controlled and employs strategies based
upon principles and philosophies in the process of measurement and tracking
success, not controlling how practice is delivered. PBE relies on services being
organized and multi-faceted interventions that are designed to serve consumers
with complex problems, in a comprehensive yet individualized manner, based on a
clearly articulated theory of change, identification of the active agents of change,
and the specification of necessary organizational supports.
CONFERENCE CLOSING: For many years BISC-MI has concluded each conference
with a drawing for conference door prizes. We count on attendees to make this
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event fun and successful! Please bring any item(s) that highlights your program,
community, or that would make fun gifts to receive! Bring these to the registration
table when you check-in to the conference. Thanks, in advance, for adding to the
BISC-MI conference experience!
Total Number of CEs for Day Three
5.5 CEU’s
Total Number of CEU Hours:
Day One: 7
Day Two: 5.50
Day Three: 5.5
Total for Three Days: 18

Etiony Aldarondo, Ph.D.
Etiony Aldarondo is a clinical psychologist with over 30 years of experience in
domestic violence research and advocacy, mental health services, community
partnerships, and higher education administration. His academic trajectory includes
appointments in the Family Violence Research Program at the University of New
Hampshire, Harvard Medical School’s Cambridge Hospital, The Philadelphia Child
Guidance Clinic, Boston College, the University of Miami (UM), and Albizu University.
The recipient of various recognitions for educational excellence and community
involvement, Dr. Aldarondo’s scholarship focuses on positive development of ethnic
minority and immigrant youth, domestic violence, and social justice-oriented clinical
practices. His publications include the books Advancing Social Justice through Clinical
Practice (Routledge), Programs for men who batter: Intervention and prevention
strategies in a diverse society (Civic Research Institute with Fernando Mederos,
Ed.D.), and Neurosciences, Health and Community Well-Being (San Luís, Nueva
Editorial Universitaria with Dr. Enrique Saforcada and Mauro Muñoz). Dr. Aldarondo
has a long history of involvement with grassroots advocacy organizations. He was
Founding Executive Director of the National Latino Alliance for the Elimination of
Domestic Violence as well as Founding Director of the Community and Educational
Well-Being Research Center at UM. He is Past Executive Director of The Council on
Contemporary Families and is on the board of directors for The National Resource
Center on Domestic Violence.
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Rosanna Bellini, Postdoctoral Scholar
I’m currently a Postdoctoral Associate in Information Science and Computer Science
at Cornell University, based in New York City, located at the Cornell Tech Campus. I
design, develop and deploy socio-technical systems in the context of intimate partner
violence with specialist services, charities and NGOs. I’ve also been working on
principles for justice-orientated design; the use of data-in-place for facilitating
conversations around occupational bullying and harassment; and trauma-informed
computing. More broadly, I am interested in exploring how harms to vulnerable or
at-risk populations are facilitated through digital technologies, and what strategies
we might use to mitigate these. This has also resulted in musings around the role that
existing qualitative data and data-intensive systems have to play in facilitating more
caring approaches to societal inequalities.

Maxine Davis
Dr. Maxine Davis is a second-generation activist who is passionate about discovering
how to end violence perpetration in romantic and intimate relationships. She studies
people who act abusively and interventions that are designed to help them change.
As a scholar of intimate partner violence and abuse (IPV/A), she is particularly
focused on interventions to assist Black and Latino men in ending abusive behaviors
in their romantic relationships. Dr. Davis completed her PhD in Social Work from the
George Warren Brown School of Social Work at Washington University in St. Louis in
2018.
She describes her research as having a three-pronged approach to reducing IPV/A
perpetration by (1) improving the measurement of IPV/A perpetration, (2) exploring
innovative/culturally relevant interventions, and (3) identifying factors that lead to
violence cessation to improve health. With specific attention on Black-American and
Latinx (pronounced: La-teen-X) populations, her research is guided by lived
experiences and former work in Partner Abuse Intervention Programs mainly
attended by men who were arrested and convicted of domestic violence in Chicago.
Most of her research uses a community-engaged approach, centering the voices of
historically excluded and marginalized racial groups as equal partners. Dr. Davis
currently serves an Assistant Professor of Social Work and a core faculty member of
the nationally renowned Center for Research on Ending Violence at Rutgers
University
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Walter DeKeserdy
Walter S. DeKeseredy is Anna Deane Carlson Endowed Chair of Social Sciences,
Director of the Research Center on Violence, and Professor of Sociology at West
Virginia University. He is also Adjunct Professor in Monash University’s Gender and
Family Violence Prevention Center. DeKeseredy has published 27 books, over 130
scientific journal articles and close to 100 scholarly book chapters on violence against
women and other social problems.
In 2008, the Institute on Violence, Abuse and Trauma gave him the Linda Saltzman
Memorial Intimate Partner Violence Researcher Award. He also jointly received the
2004 Distinguished Scholar Award from the American Society of Criminology’s (ASC)
Division on Women and Crime and the 2007 inaugural UOIT Research Excellence
Award. In 1995, he received the Critical Criminologist of the Year Award from the
ASC’s Division on Critical Criminology (DCC) and in 2008 the DCC gave him the
Lifetime Achievement Award. In 2014, he received the Critical Criminal Justice
Scholar Award from the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences’ (ACJS) Section on
Critical Criminal Justice and in 2015, he received the Career Achievement Award from
the ASC’s Division on Victimology. In 2017, he received the Impact Award from the
ACJS’s section on Victimology and the Robert Jerrin Book Award from the ASC’s
Division on Victimology.

Emiliano Diaz de Leon
Men’s Engagement Specialist, Texas Association Against Sexual Assault (TAASA).
After more than a decade of experience working for several domestic and sexual
violence centers across Texas, Emiliano joined the Texas Association Against Sexual
Assault in 2008 and provides training and technical assistance on the prevention of
domestic/sexual violence to organizations and institutions around the state and
country. Emiliano founded and coordinates the state-wide prevention initiative Texas
Men S.P.E.A.K. (Supporting Prevention Education Advocacy & Knowledge) and
presently serves on the board of MenHealing.
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Carolina Frane
Caroleena Frane, LAC, LPC, ADS, is a Licensed Addiction Counselor, a
Licensed Professional Counselor, and Acudetox Specialist. Ms. Frane is the current
Domestic Violence Offender Management Board (Domestic Violence Offender
Management Board) Standards Coordinator. She is a DVOMB approved trainer, and
conducts all required Domestic Violence Offender Management Board CORE trainings
for new and ongoing Providers. Ms. Frane also trains out of the state of Colorado and
internationally, on the Domestic Violence Risk and Needs Assessment (DVRNA), and
other domestic violence related topics. She most recently has co-published Domestic
Violence Treatment in Colorado: An Overview of an Evidenced-Based Approach, in
the journal of Partner Abuse. Ms. Frane has worked in a variety of settings including
large mental health center settings and private practice. She has extensive experience
evaluating and treating adult domestic violence offenders.
Ms. Frane specializes in Offender Evaluations and Treatment of individuals involved
in the criminal justice system, to include evaluations in the areas of: mental health,
substance use, domestic violence, anger management, and dual diagnosis. All
evaluations have at the core, the Risk, Need and Responsivity Principles to identify
comprehensive and individualized evaluation outcomes and treatment plan
development. All of her work is centered around how to best provide victim safety,
through the management and treatment of people who commit domestic violence.

Chris Huffine
Chris Huffine, Psy.D., licensed psychologist, has worked with abusive men for nearly
30 years. He is the Executive Director of Allies in Change in Portland, Oregon.
During his career he has worked with thousands of abusive men and hundreds of
female and male victims of abuse. He is considered to be a national expert on
working with abusive partners and has provided trainings around the country,
including a semi-annual 40-hour training in Portland on the Allies in Change
curriculum. He recently published a book for abusive partners called “Becoming
Allies . . . With Your Partner, Yourself, and Others: Addressing the Abuse and
Control in Your Relationships”.
He is a member of the advisory group to the Oregon state attorney general to
monitor standards for batterer intervention programs and of the Oregon Domestic
Violence Fatality Review Team. Allies in Change is a 501c3 non-profit based in
Portland, OR. It offers nearly thirty weekly groups for abusive partners, including
specialized ones for voluntary attendees, women, and one multigender group for
LGBTQ+ abusive partners. Of particular note, Allies in Change works with more
voluntary abusive partners than any other agency in the country.
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Lisa Larance, PhD, MSW, LCSW, LMSW
Lisa Young Larance, PhD, MSW, LCSW, LMSW has more than two decades of practice
experience providing trauma-informed individual therapy and co-facilitating support
and intervention groups for people who have survived harm and those who have
caused harm in their relationships. In addition, Dr. Young Larance has created
curricula and implemented programming, both domestically and internationally,
serving the needs of diverse violence-involved women. Dr. Young Larance’s research
explores topics at the intersection of intimate partner violence, gender, race,
sexuality, criminalization, and intervention ¾ with a particular focus on women who
have experienced and caused harm in their intimate relationships. To understand,
explore, and amplify marginalized women’s (or people’s? or research respondents?)
experiences from their perspectives, she employs a range of mixed qualitative
methods and analysis.
The mission of Dr. Young Larance’s work is to dismantle systems of oppression while
partnering with communities to advance the well-being of the most vulnerable. Her
work is published in Affilia: Journal of Women & Social Work, BMJ
Open, International Social Work, Journal of Interpersonal Violence, Psychology of
Violence, and Violence Against Women. Her forthcoming book, Broken: Women’s
Stories of Intimate and Institutional Harm and Repair, will be published by the
University of California Press in 2023. Dr. Young Larance is currently a research
associate with Bryn Mawr College Graduate School of Social Work and Social
Research and will join the faculty in 2023.

Eric Mankowski, Ph.D.
I am a community psychologist and professor in the Department of Psychology at
Portland State University. My program of action research is aimed at understanding
and transforming gendered violence. In particular, I study how battering intervention
programs work as part of the coordinated community response to intimate partner
violence. I am currently completing a national study of state regulatory standards for
BIPs. At Portland State University, I established the first course ever taught on the
psychology of men and masculinities, where I also teach a course on intimate partner
violence interventions. I conduct trainings locally, nationally, and internationally on
battering intervention for survivor advocates and BIP providers.
I serve on the American Psychological Association’s Working Group on Health
Disparities in Boys and Men and on the APA’s Expert Panel on Gun Violence
Prediction and Prevention. Locally, I co-chair the Oregon Batterer Intervention
Program Advisory Committee and am a member of the Oregon Domestic Violence
Fatality Review Team. I have received grant funding for my research from the
National Science Foundation, the National Institute of Nursing Research, and the
National Park Service. Publications of this research include an edited volume, “Men,
masculinity, wellness, health and social justice: Community based approaches”, as
well as numerous articles and book chapters about battering intervention, intimate
partner violence, and community-based programs for boys and men.
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Amanda McCormick, Curriculum Development Consultant
Amanda McCormick was involved in setting up one of the first programs for men who
batter (and partner support service) in the UK in 1995 in a collaboration between The
Manchester Domestic Violence Helpline and the Probation Service. She worked
initially as a shelter worker and then through developing the men’s program (based
on Creating a Process of Change for Men Who Batter: The Duluth Curriculum and
Coordinated Community Response) moved on to develop IPV training and curricula,
and conduct Community Safety Audits in the U.S. with Praxis International, St Paul,
MN (1998-2012).
She has been involved in recent years with the Domestic Abuse Intervention Project,
Duluth, MN in facilitating groups for men who abuse women; evaluating how
facilitators (in a range of communities) implement the Duluth Curriculum; and
updating the facilitator training. To this challenge, she has brought many aspects of
her personal experience as a survivor, a member of the GLBTQI+ community, a
person raised on a militarized border with a colonial history, and a long professional
career in the field of Gender Based Violence.

Chris Murphy
I am a psychology professor and licensed clinical psychologist. I directed a community
based BIP for 25 years where we trained graduate students to do this work and
conducted research on psychological characteristics of IPV offenders, intervention
strategies, and the process of change. Currently I collaborate with Maryland BIPs and
serve as co-chair of our state Abuse Intervention Collaborative.
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Jeremy Nevilles-Sorell
Jeremy NeVilles-Sorell has worked in the field of domestic violence since 1994 on
issues affecting children who have experienced domestic violence, supervised
visitation, batterer’s intervention, and providing training and education. He worked
a program coordinator at the Duluth Family Visitation Center serving families with a
history of domestic violence also as the Children’s Program Coordinator at Women’s
Transitional Housing Coalition in Duluth, Minnesota, providing activities and groups
for children who have witnessed violence. He started working with Mending the
Sacred Hoop Technical Assistance Project in 1998, a national program to assist
American Indian Tribes and Alaskan Native Villages to develop responses to violence
against Indian women. With MSH he held various titles from team leader, program
coordinator, co-director, and Training and Resources Director. In 2015 he began
working with Wica Agli and in March of 2019 assumed the position of Director of the
National Native Coalition of Men’s Programs.

Lisa Nitsch, MSW
As Director of Training and Education, Lisa Nitsch is responsible for House of Ruth
Maryland’s intervention services for abusive partners and the Training Institute,
which coordinates professional development for staff, external community
education, and professional technical assistance. She has been with House of Ruth
Maryland since 1998 and has advanced through a variety of positions, including
overseeing the agency’s Clinical Services for survivors and their children, the Teen
Initiative, and the Developmental Childcare Center.
Lisa is an appointed member of the Maryland Governor’s Family Violence Council and
is on the Board of the National Resource Center on Domestic Violence. She served as
Vice President of the national organization, Women in Fatherhood, and as Co-Chair
of Maryland’s Abuse Intervention Collaborative. She has been on training teams for
notable organizations such as Futures Without Violence, Battered Women’s Justice
Project, Women of Color Network, Institute on Domestic Violence in the African
American Community, and the National District Attorneys Association. She has
served as an advisor to the United States White House, the National Institutes of
Health, the United States Department of Justice’s Office on Violence Against Women,
and the United States Department of Health & Human Services’ Administration for
Children & Families. Lisa is most proud of being recognized as a field leader in Ed
Gondolf’s 2015 book, “Gender-Based Perspectives on Batterer Programs”, her 2013
award from the Center for Urban Families for her “years of dedication in serving
Baltimore City’s most vulnerable citizens”, and the Special Day of Honor designated
for her by Mayor Nagin in 2007, for “promoting positive outcomes and providing
support to the fathers of New Orleans” following the devastation of hurricane
Katrina. Her current, but ever-changing, interests include developing programs for
abusive partners within disinvested communities that address the dual experience of
both holding privilege and being oppressed, increasing access to learning tools for
service providers, and exploring community-based accountability models for abusive
partners beyond the criminal legal system.
Lisa’s roots run deep in her hometown of Baltimore City, Maryland, where she
proudly works and lives with her remarkably patient husband, incredible nieces, and
gentle pit bull.
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JAC Patrissi
JAC Patrissi is the founder and principal of Growing a New Heart, a social justice
consortium of leaders in the healing arts and racial equity.
Following graduation from Bryn Mawr College in 1989, JAC began a Watson
fellowship to examine the impact of colonial white supremacy and misogyny on
women and children and the stories they tell, and how those stories impact their
relationship to power and spiritual wellbeing. JAC worked with and learned from
indigenous peoples and sexually trafficked women and children in over forty
countries before returning to the United States to join others who work towards
transformative peacemaking. Settling in New England, JAC led community-based
statewide and regional initiatives and federal demonstration projects for the Office
for Victims of Crime and the National Crime Victims Center. JAC founded the largest
Intimate Partner Abuse Education Program in Western Massachusetts. In 2006, The
state of Vermont established a Patrissi Award for her work in “changing the culture
of Vermont to be safer and more responsive to the needs and rights of victims of
crime.” It is presented to Vermont colleagues periodically as a lifetime achievement
award.
Additionally, JAC is a trained body-centered trauma clinician, who created and
facilitates the international Happy and Hard to Fool and Storytelling for Change
retreat series offered internationally and featured at the Omega Institute.
JAC is an experienced educator in the tradition of Popular Education. She is a trained
mediator, communications, and project design consultant, who has led a wide range
of social justice interventions, including projects and policy interventions
for transformative/restorative justice as well as those situated within the systems of
control including multiyear projects centers for sex offender management, as well as
the United States Marine Corps’ and court based, clinical and health care responses
to sexual and domestic violence.
JAC is the author of three books on discerning destructive relationships through
Penguin/Berkley) including culturally specific versions in Japanese and Polish). She
has authored peer reviewed bulletins on working with the faith community and
building a victim assistance academy as well as articles on restorative and parallel
justice. JAC is co-founder of the Massachusetts innovative Ten to Ten helpline for
people who use the tools of control and violence in their intimate partnerships.
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Michael Paymar, MPA
Michael Paymar is the executive director of Education for Critical Thinking an
organization committed to ending gender-based violence and increasing women in
law enforcement. He worked at the Duluth Domestic Abuse Intervention Project
(DAIP) and the Battered Women’s Justice Project (BWJP) for over thirty years.
In 2014 in Geneva Switzerland, Michael accepted the Gold Policy Award (celebrating
the best global-policy on ending violence against women and girls) presented by the
World Futures Council, United Nations Women and the Inter-Parliamentary Union.
The award was in recognition of the Duluth Model, its founder the late Ellen Pence,
organizers at the DAIP, leaders of the criminal justice system, law enforcement,
battered women’s programs and human service providers that contributed to the
success of the model.
Michael has conducted training on the implementation of the Coordinated
Community Response (CCR) for effective interventions in domestic violence cases in
Montenegro, Tajikistan, Republic of Georgia, Morocco, Slovenia, Hungary, China,
Scotland, Israel, Sweden, Ireland, Japan, Iceland, Canada, Switzerland, and
throughout the United States including Guam and Puerto Rico.
Michael and Ellen Pence co-authored the book Education Groups for Men who
Batter: The Duluth Model, the curriculum Creating a Process of Change for Men Who
Batter; one of the most widely used treatment programs for IPV offenders. They also
wrote and produced the award-winning documentary With Impunity: Men and
Gender Violence.
Michael is the author of the book Violent No More: Helping Men End Domestic
Abuse—now in its 3rd edition. This self-help book and the accompanying workbook
is widely used in offender groups, by counselors who work with IPV offenders,
abusive men who want to change, and women seeking to understand the dynamics
of battering.
Michael served on the Duluth City Council for eight years and in the Minnesota House
of Representatives for 18 years. In the Legislature, Michael chaired the Public Safety
Committee which had financial oversight over the Department of Public Safety,
Bureau of Criminal Apprehension, Department of Corrections, Department of Human
Rights and crime victim programs. He was a leader in combating sex-trafficking,
funding crime victim programs, prison reform, human rights and gun violence
prevention.
Michael earned a Masters Degree in Public Administration from Hamline University
and a Bachelor of Arts Degree from the College of St. Scholastica.

Rachelle Scheele
Rachelle Scheele turned her lived experience of abuse into a Survivor-run
organization, Survivor Collective Alliance Reaching Society (SCARS). Since its
founding in 2015, SCARS has built a community of Survivors who support each
other and have found healing through doing. This healing begins by providing peer
support to fellow Survivors. They grow from fearing to tell their stories to learning
to openly share their own experiences. This can lead to speaking at Survivor Impact
Panels. All of these experiences promote further healing by helping Survivors to
better understand the abuse they experienced and help the perpetrators to
understand the impact of their abuse.
Rachelle graduated with a Bachelor of Science in Urban and Public Affairs (2020)
from Portland State University where she actively learned about community
organizing to collaborate with other organizations and grow SCARS. Her favorite
quote is, “If one cow comes to the barn, you feed it.”
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Nate Tolbert
Nathaniel Tolbert, LMSW is the Clinical Director of Manhattan APIP’s for URINYC. He
currently serves as the Director of URI’s Trauma Informed Abusive Partner
Intervention Program and The Mayor’s Office to End Domestic and Gender Based
Violence supported Respect and Responsibility Program. Nate is a graduate of
Hunter College’s Silberman School of social work and Ackerman Institute’s Clinical
Externship in Family Therapy. Nate has ten years of experience in the field of direct
services work and is passionate about working with communities of color.

Rich Tolman
Richard M. Tolman is the Sheldon D. Rose Collegiate Professor of Social Work at the
University of Michigan and an American Academy of Social Work and Social Welfare
Fellow. Rich’s work focuses on prevention and intervention to end gender-based
violence (GBV). He began this work as a practitioner in a battering intervention
program in Anchorage Alaska in 1980. Subsequently he worked in BIPs in Minnesota,
Illinois and Michigan and founded the BIP program at Sarah’s Inn in Oak Park, Illinois.
He helped to set BIP standards in both Illinois and Michigan. He was an author of one
of the earliest books on battering intervention- Edleson, J. L., & Tolman, R. M. (1992).
Intervention for men who batter: An ecological approach. Sage Publications, Inc.
His other contributions to the domestic violence literature include the development
of a widely used measure of psychological maltreatment of women, demonstrating
the accuracy of survivors’ predictions of future abuse, research on how intimate
partner violence impacts low-income women’s economic, physical and psychological
well-being, and adolescent intimate partner violence. Dr. Tolman founded and co-led
a research team that conducted a series of studies on men’s involvement in
prevention of GBV.
His current projects include research on survivors’ perspectives on the effectiveness
of battering intervention, the impact of domestic violence during the COVID-19
pandemic, campus sexual assault prevention, the prevention of abuse during
pregnancy, and relatedly, on understanding men’s transition to fatherhood.
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Nicole Westmarland Ph.D.
Nicole Westmarland Ph.D., is Professor of Criminology and Director of the Durham
University Centre for Research into Violence and Abuse (CRiVA) in the UK. She was
one of the research leads on Project Mirabal – for which she was awarded the 4th Ed
Gondolf COMPASS award in 2019.
Nicole Westmarland’s recent books include ‘Violence Against Women –
Criminological Perspectives on Men’s Violences’ (Routledge, 2015) and (with Dr
Hannah Bows) ‘Researching Gender, Violence and Abuse’ (Routledge, 2018). She is
currently finishing a book with colleagues from the UK, Sweden and Spain about men
speaking out against violence against women.
Nicole strongly believes that academic research should be used to create positive
‘real world’ social change and it is this that drives her personal research agenda.
Nicole’s recent roles have included Special Advisor to the Joint Committee on Human
Rights for their Inquiry into Violence against Women and Girls (2014-15). She held
the voluntary position of Chair of Rape Crisis (England and Wales) for five years and
has volunteered for over 20 years in local Rape Crisis Centres.
Project Mirabal
Project Mirabal is a seminal work that has contributed insight and clarity to
researchers and practitioners all over the globe. Project Mirabal’s website describes
the work as: “a major CRiVA research project which lasted from 2009 to 2015.
Professors Liz Kelly (London Metropolitan University), Nicole Westmarland (Durham
University), and Charlotte Watts (London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine)
were funded by the Economic and Social Research Council and the Northern Rock
Foundation to investigate the extent to which perpetrator programmes reduce
violence and increase safety for women and children, and the routes by which they
contribute to coordinated community responses to domestic violence…” To see a full
report that covers the research addressed by Project Mirabal, click the link below or
the graphic above.
FULL REPORT
Dr. Westmarland’s Newest Article: “‘It’s a Work in Progress’: Men’s Accounts of
Gender and Change in their Use of Coercive Control”
Key message: Investments in gender norms underpin men’s use of coercive control;
Reductions in men’s coercive control is connected to men’s ability to unpick gender
norms; This paper provides empirical evidence for keeping gender norms and
expectations central in work with violent men.

https://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/tpp/jgbv/pre-prints/contentjgbvd1900004r2
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Many thanks to our Conference Sponsors!

A Call to Men
African American Domestic Peace Project
Alliance for Hope International
American Judges Association
American Probation and Parole Association
Futures Without Violence
Institute on Domestic Violence in the African American Community
Michigan Coalition to End Domestic and Sexual Violence
National Center on Domestic and Sexual Violence
National Network to End Domestic Violence

https://www.acalltomen.org/
http://www.aadpp.org/
https://www.allianceforhope.com/
https://www.amjudges.org/
https://www.appa-net.org/eweb/
https://www.futureswithoutviolence.org/
http://idvaac.org/
https://mcedsv.org/
http://www.ncdsv.org/
https://nnedv.org/
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